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Among the many effects of high-speed, giant impacts is widescale melting that can 
potentially trigger catastrophic core formation. If the projectile is sufficiently large, the melt 
pools to form an intact melt region. The dense phase then segregates from the melt, forming a 
density anomaly at the melt region's base. If the anomaly produces a differential stress larger 
than a certain minimum, it overcomes the mantle's long-term elastic strength and rapidly forms a 
core. We previously showed that giant impacts effectively trigger core formation in silicate 
bodies by the time they grow to the mass of Mercury and in icy bodies by the time they grow 
larger than Triton (Tonks and Melosh 1991, 1992 a, b). In order for this process to be viable, an 
intact melt region must be formed. We now examine conditions under which this occurs in more 
detail than previously published. 

Experience with observable terrestrial craters indicates that the portion of the melt that is not 
excavated from the crater, referred to here as the "retained melt", does not form an intact melt 
region, but is either incorporated in the breccia lens of simple craters or forms a relatively thin 
surface sheet in complex craters. This is because the melt volume is only a small fraction of the 
crater's volume. The melt does not significantly affect crater collapse or other modification 
processes. This is the realm observed in the very largest terrestrial and lunar craters. The melt 
region formed an annulus approximately 2 km thick around the center of the -100-150 km 
Sudbury structure (Grieve, 1991). If the material in which Sudbury was formed had been 
previously undifferentiated, a layer of dense material would probably be found at the base of this 
annulus, although certainly not enough to trigger planetary differentiation. Crater scaling 
relationships imply that as the crater size increases, melt becomes an ever larger fraction of 
material displaced to form the crater. In craters formed by giant impacts, melt dominates the 
material that is displaced to form the crater, perhaps even extending below the transient crater's 
boundary. Melt dominates the crater collapse process, because of its low viscosity. In this case, 
melt pools to form the intact melt region necessary for dense phase segregation even after crater 
collapse. There is an obvious transition between these two conditions. The transition is 
continuous; melt begins pooling in structures as "small" as Sudbury. 

Determining a criterion for intact melt region formation is a difficult task. If the melt radius 
is equal to the crater radius, the crater is formed entirely within the melt region. In this case, it 
seems obvious that melt completely dominates the crater collapse and pools to form an intact 
melt pond. However, this is too conservative. The dominance of melt in regulating crater 
collapse depends on the displaced melt fraction, which we define as the fraction of melt in the 
material displaced (but not excavated) from the crater. The larger the displaced melt fraction, the 
lower the effective viscosity of the mixture and the more important melt is in determining the 
modification flow regime. If the displaced melt fraction is small, melt forms a surface sheet as in 
Sudbury. If the displaced melt fraction is >50%, the fluid flow mechanism is viscous flow of a 
liquid rather than solid state or acoustically fluidized flow. There is also a spatial effect-melt is 
concentrated where excavation streamlines are nearly radial (near the crater's symmetry axis). 
As the melt region becomes a larger fraction of the crater volume, the remaining displaced solids 
are located along the crater sides where the streamlines flow upward and outward. This 
concentrates solids near the surface and causes the bulk of the melt to remain as a body. Because 
melt dominates modification flow if the displaced melt fraction is > 0.5, this is a plausible 
criterion for intact melt region formation. Another plausible criterion is if the melt region 
extends below the transient crater's bottom. If so, some melt pools to form an intact melt region. 

We combined the relationship of shock pressure to the shock and particle velocities (the 2nd 
Hugoniot equation), the linear shock-particle velocity equation to get shock pressure as a 
function of particle velocity only, and the empirical power law relationship between particle 
velocity and distance to estimate the shock pressure as a function of distance. This was inverted 
to determine the radial distance as a function of shock pressure. If the complete shock melting 
pressure is known, it can be used to compute the radius of the complete melt region. Likewise, 
the radius to any degree of partial melting can also be computed in the same way. We used the 
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ANEOS equation of state to determine the complete and partial melting shock pressures. The 
melt region's radius depends critically on the projectile's radius. 

Once the melt region's radius is known, its geometry determines the melt volume. We used 
two different geometric models: the hemispherical model, in which the melt region is a 
hemisphere, and the truncated sphere model, in which the melt region is spherical, but truncated 
at the planet's surface. Reality lies somewhere between these two extremes. 

The crater and excavated melt volumes are found by using the Maxwell Z model (Maxwell, 
1977) to determine geometry of the excavated region. We used pi scaling theory (Schmidt and 
Housen, 1987) to estimate the relationship between projectile diameter, mass, and crater volume. 
The melt region's radius grows faster with 
projectile diameter than does the crater radius, Effect of Projectile/Ptanet L(~SS Ratb (x) 
causing melt to become increasingly Hernisphcrial M O ~ ~ I ,  ICY Bodies 

important with increasing projectile mass. 
1 - 

We computed the displaced melt fraction c 0.8 - -  
as a function of planet mass for three different 
projectilelplanet mass ratios. Figure 1 was 
computed for silicate planets; Figure 2 was 
computed for icy bodies. The displaced melt E 0.4 -: 
fraction grows to 0.5 by the time a silicate ; 

E 02-- planet's mass lies between the mass of the 
Moon and Mercury. Likewise, the displaced 
melt fraction grows to 0.5 by the time an icy l ~ o  l o 2 '  I O= I 0 2 ~  
body's mass lies between the mass of Triton Planet Mass (kg) 

and Europa. The precise mass at which the Figure 1 
displaced melt fraction grows to 0.5 depends, 
of course, on the projectile1 planet mass ratio. Effect of ProjectikAIanet Mass Ratio (x) 

The smallest ratio shown here is 0.001, Hemispherical Model. silicate Bodies 

sufficient to form a crater approximately 
3,000 km in diameter on Earth. If the 
projectile/ planet mass ratio is smaller, the 
planet must be larger for the displaced melt 
fraction to be > 0.5. 

Although a precise criterion for intact melt 
region formation is difficult to define, these 
calculations illustrate that an intact melt 
region does not form in very small planets, 
even if struck by giant impacts. Silicate lo2o tc?l r1022 lo2' 1G4 lo2s 

planets must be at least the mass of the Moon R a n t  Man (kg) 

(and probably closer to the mass of Mercury) Figure 2 
before an intact melt region forms. Icy bodies 
must be larger than Triton (and probably closer to the mass of Europa) before an intact melt 
region forms. This is about the same mass range where we determined that giant impacts trigger 
core formation in these bodies simply assuming that the intact melt region forms. This work 
supports our earlier suggestion that giant impacts trigger core formation in silicate bodies larger 
than the mass of Mercury and in icy bodies larger than Triton. It also suggests that the projectile 
must be a significant fraction of the planet's mass (>-I%) to trigger core formation in this mass 
range. Smaller projectiles do not form intact melt regions until the planet grows much larger. 
Giant impacts do not trigger core formation on smaller bodies because the planet's gravity is too 
weak to generate the minimum differential stress and because intact melt regions are not formed. 
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